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folly of supposing that what is old is new. We are working
over very old ground, you and I, searching for treasure
that was currency once but has long been buried and by
most men is forgotten. The world has become so poor
that its ancient treasures of the spirit are necessary to
it. It has formed a habit of thinking in groups, classes,
masses; and civilization is breaking down under the burden
of that error. It is an error because masses are contrary to
nature; they are not born, they do not die, they have no
immortality; the poetry of human experience does not
apply to them. Birth and death are solitary; thought and
growth are solitary; every final reality of a man's life is his
alone, incommunicable; as soon as he ceases to be alone,
he moves away from realities. And the more he is identi-
fied with others, the farther he moves from truth. Lenin
is aware of this. He knows that the nearer any human
association is to spiritual solitude, the more damaging it
is to what he believes to be mass-truth. Therefore the
love of man for God or of man for woman is counter-
revolutionary and he would destroy it. It can't be de-
stroyed. When Lenin can merge two consciousnesses into
one consciousness, when he can enable men to yield up
their secrets which now they cannot communicate even
to those they love, when he can break down the isolation
of the human spirit, then he will succeed. Not until then,
Men can share their possessions but not themselves. That
is the mystery and the power of love," he said, his voice
falling again into the tone of personal confession, "it
approaches more nearly than any other human experience
to the impossible sharing of self. Like every other sup-
posed sharing, it is an unreality, but it is the supreme un-
reality—the last that we recognise as unreal. But it is a
part of your game, Alison; we play it with heart and soul;
all other gains and losses are poured into its loss or gain."
After an interval of silence, he added: "I have not learned
how to transcend it If that too were lost, should I not,
for all my lessons, be like an a$gry child who cannot
distinguish between the unreal game that is over and the
continuing reality?" And, having rested long in thought,

